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better in the Bahamas" goes the saying. Well, never
is it better than in the springtime as far as big game
sport fishing is concerned. Springtime in the Bahamas
is one of those special fishing opportunities that keeps people
coming back year after year. The likelihood of being able to
catch tuna, dolphin, billfish, and wahoo all in the same day, is
what springtime Bahama fishing is all about.
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Of course, with this great diversity of gamefish, comes the challenges of choosing your fishing
location
wisely.
Wind,
tide,
current, and above all else, structure are key to locating pelagics in
the Bahamas.
Choosing between
wire or mono, lures or bait, slow or
fast trolling,
shallow
or deep
structure
are but some of the
choices you have to make when
fishing in April, May, and June in
the Islands. The reality is, every
day is different, and you need to be
ready for just about anything.
So
like you've
heard many times
before,
PREPARATION
and
PLANNING
are key.
SIGNS OF SPRING
Winter fishing in the Bahamas is
primarily a wahoo fishery.
The
Bahamas has arguably some of the
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best and most consistent wahoo
fishing around.
But after four
months of winter wahoo fishing,
even the most die hard wahoo
fanatics are usually ready for a
change. A few less cold fronts, a bit
less wind, and a couple of dolphin
and tuna to start hitting the deck
are all signs that winter is about
over. So what other signs can you
look for?
Luckily, this is pretty
easy. The easiest way to sum this
up, is "Life." You are looking for
signs of life that are less prevalent
during the winter.
Increasingly
abundant schools of blackfin tuna
and skipjacks will be shadowed by
increasing numbers of birds. Water
temperatures
will rise into the
upper 70's and dolphin will turn
on like a light switch.
Yes, the
famous "green
hornets"
as we
affectionately call them.
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WHERE TO START
WIND! STRUCTURE! CURRENT!
TIDE! MOON-ALL
KEY
Just to set the record straight, the
Bahama Islands chain is made up of
over 700 islands, and offers incredible amounts of structure. So much
so, that you need to become adept at
identifying "good structure," versus
"ordinary structure."
The key to
identifying good structure has to do
with currents, wind, tide, and the
position of the structure vis-a-vis
these variables. Read on as we draw
on our experiences over the last 10
years in hopes of helping you better
understand the subtleties of choosing your Bahama fishing location
with insight.
FOLLOW THE WIND
Prevailing winds in the Bahamas are
NE through SE. We see more NE in

the winter and as we move into
spring and eventually summer, look
for that steady SE wind to bring the
warmer water and life we are all
looking
for in the springtime.
Prevailing winds favor structure that
lies on the windward side of the
islands. As a general rule, the leeward
side of the island will be less productive. However, given the right conditions (sustained winds out of the SW
through NW), good leeward structure can turn red hot.
One of the most interesting aspects
of fishing the Bahamas is the ability to
target different species and locations,
based on the wind direction and patterns. There are so many different
islands, and most are relatively small,
that you can fish different islands,
points, and structure, depending on
the wind direction. Consistent winds
out of the same direction for a period
of several days or weeks, will help to

concentrate fish in particular "pockets," "points," and on a particular side
of underwater sea-mounts.
Study
your charts and plot the wind direction. Look for areas where the prevailing wind direction is pushing
directly across a good piece of structure, known to hold fish. Here are a
few examples:
1. Chub Cay Pocket-This
may be
one of the best examples of a place
that can literally explode with the
right conditions. Steady winds out
of the SE will push bait and fish up
into the Pocket, and literally trap
them there.
2. Cat Island South Side-Winds
out
of the south to southeast will congregate billfish and dolphin in a five mile
stretch
from
Devils
Point
to
Columbus Point.
3. Westerly Winds-Look
for Islands
with a fishable "western edge" to be
more productive.

a. Cat Island Alligator Point-If
the
wind has been blowing out of the
west for several days, this point is definitely worth investigating.
b. Bimini Island Chain-With
winds
from the west, this entire edge from
Bimini to S. Riding Rock, becomes
the "windward" side of the Gulf
Stream and should prove productive.
The direction of the wind also
directly affects water temperatures.
This has been quite noticeable this
spring. A few days of strong SE wind
can warm the water up three to four
degrees.
Conversely, a cold front,
with strong NE winds can cool it off
just as dramatically. This change in
wind direction, coupled with water
temperature changes, will give you a
hint as to what to target.
In
Marchi April, this means venturing
off the edge a bit and looking for
early season billfish and dolphin as
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A 113-pound wahoo was taken off of San
Salvador the last week of April in 2008. The
fish was caught on a Rick's Fancy in purple
and black rigged with cable underneath.
the water warms from the SE. When
that late season cold-front drops that
water temperature back down, it's a
good bet to put the trolling leads
back in, bump up the speed, pound
the edge, and have a look for some
more wahoo.
Another
great feature
of the
Bahamas is that typically you can still
go fishing, even if the wind is really
howling. We've fished (in comfort)
many days with winds at the 25- to
30-knot level. The leeward side of
the island is typically fishable, even in
the worst conditions. You just need
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to be able to get there. Some Islands,
lend themselves to this quite well,
such as Cat Island and San Salvador.
Other, larger Islands without
the
same leeward side to fish, do not.
Fishing in the lee may not always be
the most productive place to fish, but
it's better than sitting at the dock
watching the wind blow.
CURRENT-THE
RIVER OF LIFE
We've been lucky enough to have
travelled extensively throughout
the
Bahamas, and have literally witnessed
current patterns and how they carry
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fish from place to place. Nowhere
has this been more evident than in
our travels to the remote SE reaches
of the Bahamas. Again, the key here
is the same as with the wind. Identify
locations where a consistent current
intersects with good structure.
On a 2008 trip to Hogsty Reef
south of the Acklins, the effect of the
current was all too clear. We have
experienced
some great fishing on
the back-side of Crooked Island, all
the way down to Castle Rock at the
bottom of the Acklins. On this particular trip, we were on our way to
Hogsty Reef, and could barely get a
bite. Even the blackfin tuna and barracuda
bites were few and far
between. The entire stretch was pretty much devoid of life on this trip.
We were not seeing the signs of life
moving from south to north along
this leeward edge, like in trips past.
Pressing
further
to the south
towards Hogsty Reef, things changed
and the picture came into focus.
About
15 miles south of Castle
Island, we ran into a strong 1.5 knot
current
flowing
to
the
NE.
Immediately we began to see signs of
life, both bait and birds, and it didn't
take long till we started picking away
at the dolphin.
Soon thereafter, we
encountered a school of hungry yellowfin that covered us up (more on
this later). The current was pushing
hard to the NE, bypassing, if you will,
the backside of the Acklins and
Crooked Island. This river of current
was pushing hard directly up towards
the Plana Cays. After spending a couple days at Hogsty Reef, we had
hoped to head home via the east side
of the Acklins, and fish the Plana
Cays, but the weather did not cooperate and we had to leave that for
another day.
Fishing out in the open away from
structure, as we had been on this trip,
is better called "hunting."
You are
constantly scanning for birds. We
typically troll at 10 knots with marlin
lures out until we find what we are

Eleuthera, and the Abacos are also
some of the most productive areas in
the Bahamas, clearly for this reason.
BAHAMAS STRUCTURE POCKETS, POINTS, HUMPS,
LEEWARD STRUCTURE, DEEP
WATER STRUCTURE
For the sake of simplicity, we are
going to talk about five main types
of structure
you will encounter
when fishing the Bahamas. Entire
articles could be written on anyone
of the particular locations we will
reference. Instead, we've drawn parallels between them, and some generalizations that should prove useful
as you plan your fishing anywhere in
the Bahamas.
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looking for, then switch it up appropriately. Use your tower, binoculars,
radar, and anything else at your disposal to find the birds. Then figure
out which way they are moving (they
are always moving out in the open
water), and plot a course to intercept.
Schools found in open water are usually hungry and very willing to eat,
but are typically moving very fast in
some northerly direction. Often, you
will only get one shot at them, so
make it count. You may have to pick
up and run to intercept them, or get
back in front of them after a bite. On
this particular trip to Hogsty Reef,
we were lucky enough to get covered up by a school of nice yellowfin

tuna. We've only been covered up by
tuna in the Bahamas a handful of
times over the years, and clearly finding this school in the open water,
away from a good source of bait, was
the key factor. They ate everything,
including our largest blue marlin
lures and teasers.
Some places in the Bahamas seem
to be permanently fixed in the middle of this northerly current. None is
more obvious than the famous Hump
and Northern
Point off of San
Salvador. It seems that the current is
always pushing through this area
making it a stopping place for just
about everything with a tail. The
easterly facing structure of Cat Island,

Points and Pockets
The "edge" in the Bahamas usually
starts in about 80 feet. From there, it's
pretty much straight down. This edge
typically surrounds all islands of the
Bahamas. It would appear to offer
incredible structure, and if you have
the opportunity to dive it, you will
see that the reef is often spectacular.
The reality is however, that there is so
much of it, that most does not hold
pelagics. Instead, the fish and bait
tend to congregate in the "pockets"
and "points" that give contour to the
edge. The more prominent the pocket or point, the more likely it is to
hold fish. And again, wind and current are key. If they are pushing
across a point or into a pocket, the
chances of good fishing improve dramatically. Here are a few examples of
some prominent points that we have
fished extensively:
1. Columbus Point-Cat
Island
2. Southeast Point-Rum
Cay
3. Southeast Point-San
Salvador
All three of these great fishing locations, stretch out to the SE. Likewise,
all offer the most consistent fishing
on the leeward side of the point. This
is what's key.
Concentrate
your
searching from the tip of the point,
back to the pocket that is formed
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Captain Joe Trainor releasing a
blue marlin.

where the point turns back into the
natural edge. As the current and
wind push water across these bars that
stick out into the deep, pelagics will
most often be found feeding on the
leeward side as bait is pushed across
and attempt to stay out of the current. This is not to say that you won't
catch fish on the windward side, but
you will likely find the most consistent conditions on the leeward side of
the point.
Humps
Study your charts and you will
quickly begin to identify many
sea-mounts
in
the
Bahamas.
Locate those that come up to
within
100 feet of the surface,
located in the middle of a good
flow of current and you have found
yourself a recipe for good fishing.
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Here
are
a few
prominent
"Humps" in the Bahamas:
1. Tartar Bank - Cat Island
2. North Hump - San Salvador
3. Diana
Bank
South
of
Long Island
Again, we have been able to draw
some parallels between
all seamounts, which we believe would be
a good starting point for fishing any
similar structure in the Bahamas.
Concentrate your fishing activities
on the southern sides of these pinnacles. The SW and SE corners are
likely where you will find your
prey. Again, you are basically fishing
the leeward side of the structures
where the pelagics will be feeding
up and down the edge. We spend
little time fishing the northern sides
of humps any more, unless there are
obvious signs of life.
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Deep Water Structure
Often overlooked is some of the
structure that lies offshore of the
edge, and fails to plateau within 100'
of the surface. All underwater pinnacles and canyons are worth investigating, especially in the hunt for
blue marlin in May and June. Here
are a few prominent examples of
places you should not overlook in
your travels:
1. Canyons lying east of the Abacos.
2. Deep water hump off the NW corner of Crooked Island.
3. Deep
water hump
between
Conception Island and Cat Island.
The generalization we would make
between all these types of structure is
that they often hold blue marlin, and
it is not uncommon to find schools of
yellowfin there either. You are not
likely to find wahoo, as the wahoo are

encountered almost exclusively tight
to the edge, but you sure may find
dolphin hanging out on these deep
water humps.
Similar deep water structure that
holds blue marlin are southwest
points. While many fewer tuna, dolphin, and wahoo are taken on the
SW points of most islands, some of
these locations are the most productive billfish spots to be found. Both
Devils Point on Cat Island and
Sandy Point on San Salvador have
this in common. Don't be afraid to
fish the deep contours of these
points. The 5000' contour of San
Salvador has given up more than its
fair share of blue marlin.

fish. Here are a few examples:
1. Alligator Point-Cat
Island
2. North West Point-Crooked
Island
3. Sandy Point-San
Salvador
4. French Wells Cut-Crooked
Island/ Long Cay
5. Salina Point Cut-Acklins
When it's blowing 30 out of the
east, these are all places you can still
fish, in comfort, and put a catch
together.
Both French Wells and
Salina Point Cut are on the back-side
of Crooked Island and the Acklins.
We mentioned that the lack of current was noticeable on our last trip
there. Another factor that influences
these locations and many others like
them, is tide.

Leeward Structure
We figured it was worth talking
specifically about structure that can
be found on the leeward side of
some Islands. Often times, fishing
the leeward side of an island is
necessitated by strong easterly winds.
Leeward side structure can also hold

TIDES
We have heard many theories and
dock discussions over the years about
what is the best tide to fish. We won't
touch that one with a 10-foot pole.
Trust us, everyone has an opinion!
What we can say is that tide matters.
As with current, tide moving across
:'
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structure affects fish feeding behavior.
We believe that tides affect different
areas, islands, and points of structure
differently. Some die hard wahoo
fishermen swear by fishing the bottom of the tide. Conversely, a lot of
blue marlin enthusiast, swear by fishing the top of the tide. We have
found the last couple hours of the
incoming tide to be some of the most
consistently productive for us in the
SE Bahamas in areas like Cat Island,
Rum Cay, and San Salvador.
Fishing this season in the Abacos,
we have found the out-going tide to
be our most productive tide. We
attribute the good outgoing tide bite
as similar to what we've experienced
at Salina Point and French Wells. The
out-going tide dumps water out of
the Sea of Abaco, and forms a river
pouring out over the edge through
the various cuts in the Abacos, similar
to what happens in the Acklins.
Again, pelagics patrol the leeward side
of the current (tide in this case) waiting for their quarry to be pushed out
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WHERE TO STAY
Treasure Cay Resort & Marina-www.treasurecay.com
Hawks Nest Resort & Marina, Cat Island-www.hawks-nest.com
Riding Rock Inn & Marina, San Salvador-www.ridingrock.com
Cedar Plugs Daisy Chain

Flying Fish Marina, Long Island-www.flyingfish-marina.com
Chub Cay Marina-www.chubcay.com
Powell Point Resort & Marina-www.capeeleuthera.com
For More Information Contact:
Over Under Sport Fishing-www.fishou.com
866 QUA TUNA

866682-8862

over the edge. We'd expect that anywhere you have similar conditions of
a large body of water, emptying into
the ocean, flowing out through a
constrained cut and over the edge,
you have a recipe for good fishing.
While we have spent little time fishing in either the Exumas or Andros,
we'd predict a similar scenario on a
strong out-going tide.
MOON PHASES
Probably one of the most debated
topics of fishing in the Bahamas.
We do not want to discourage people from fishing anytime in the
Bahamas as these are generalizations
we have observed over many years,
and they often do not hold true.
That being said, we would prefer to
be fishing from about three days
after the Full Moon for the next 10
days. We have found this 10 day
period to offer the most consistent
bite for everything from wahoo, to
tuna, dolphin, and billfish. Our least
favorite dates to fish would be the
four to five days preceding the Full
Moon.
Again, with all this being
said, we have had some good days
on the Full Moon, and you can't
catch em' at the dock.
SPRING TIME FISHING FOCUS
Now that you've figured out when
and where you are going in the
38
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Bahamas, here are a few of our tips
and techniques we've accumulated
over the years. Some things to consider as you ponder tackle, spreads,
and strategy in the springtime.
1. Rig Your Blue Marlin Lures
With Cable Under The Skirts.There are some monster wahoo
hanging around in April and May,
and they love purple and black
marlin plugs. A 113-pound wahoo
was taken off of San Salvador the
last week of April in 2008. The
fish was caught on a Rick's Fancy
in purple and black, rigged with
cable underneath
the skirts as pictured (see photo on page 34).
2. Hide Wire In Your Pin Rigged
Ballyhoo-Again,
this may save
a late season wahoo
bite (see
picture below).

4. Trolling Speeds-Don't
be afraid
to pick up the speed here. Make
sure your spread looks right, your
lures have the right action, and go
as fast as you can. Dolphin, tuna,
and billfish will all bite, and are
not afraid of speed. Eight to nine
knots works for everything,
and
you will still get wahoo bites.
5. Bridge
Teasers
and
Large
Lures-Keep
your largest lures in
tight behind
bridge
teasers on
your short riggers. This will draw
fish into the spread. Blue marlin
are typically not boat shy here.
This also allows you to bait &
switch whites and sailfish onto
pitch baits.
Fish your smaller
lower profile tackle on the longriggers for dolphin and tuna.
6. Standard May/ June Spread-Two
Bridge Teasers-Two
blue marlin
lures on the short riggers, a large
blue marlin lure in the center of the
spread run from the bridge, a cedar
plug down middle off the center rigger, a small lure on one long-rigger,
and an islander/ ballyhoo on the
other long-rigger.
Small MP

Pin Rigged Ballyhoo

3. Cedar Plugs-Daisy
chain three
plugs should be run down the
middle from your bridge rod or
rocket launcher. We catch most of
our tuna on this rig.
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7. Resist The TemptationDon't
put a big high profile lure down the
middle, way back. While, this strategy will certainly draw the attention
of billfish, it will also keep them from
coming into the spread, and if they
miss on the first go-round, there is

little chance of an exiting bite.
8. Your Highest Profile Lure-Run
your highest profile lure from the
bridge, just behind the short riggers.
The captain can use this as a third
teaser and bring the whites in close
for pitch-baiting.
9. Our Tackle Set-Up-We
fish Penn
70VS's on our shorts (targeting blue
marlin), an 80 VSW bent-butt from
the bridge (also targeting blue marlin),
and a Penn 50VSW off the center rigger with the cedar plug chain (targeting tuna). The long riggers are either
a Penn 16VSX (targeting white marlin, sailfish, and dolphin) or 50 VSW's,
depending on the likelihood of tuna
bites. As soon as the yellowfin show
up, we swap out our 16's for 50's and
add another cedar plug, feather, or ballyhoo to the spread.
10. Save A Couple Blackfin TunaChunk them up for dolphin on
spinning rods.
11. Drop A Jig.-Don't
be afraid to
stop on the edge, in the middle of a
bunch of birds and drop a jig. You
never know what you might catch
like this wahoo taken on a jig off of
San Salvador. {see photo page 34}
12. GotYour Fly-Rod?-May
offers a
great opportunity at catching big dolphin on a fly, as they can be teased up
close to the boat.
There are many ways to fish, and
thoughts on all these topics. We've
settled in on a methodology that
works for us, which is what is important. Figure out what works for your
boat, crew, time allotted, and targeted
speCles. We've had the luxury of
spending countless days fishing these
waters, allowing us to experiment
with different techniques and explore
new locations. But we have also been
lucky enough to have had great
advice along the way from many seasoned skippers over here. To them,
we say THANK YOu.
Hopefully,
some of the suggestions and experiences we've shared can positively
affect your fishing results this spring
in the Bahamas. Mr<
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